
MONTLUCON-NERIS - 27 June 

Race 5 

1. ECKMUHL JACK - 4.25L fifth in a weaker Marseille-Borely walk up 

seventeen days ago. Minor role likely. 

2. DORIE DE SAUZETTE - Mixed autostart form in previous three outings and 

unlikely to threaten on overall walk up form. 

3. EMENCOURT D'AZIF - Four time winner on grass and fair fourth in this 

company in an earlier heat of this contest 28 days ago at Villeneuve-sur-Lot. 

Each way chance without shoes. 

4. DUC DU VIVIER - Sixth in previous five driven starts in weaker company. 

Others readily preferred. 

5. FLASH GORDON - Scored in previous pair of grass walk ups at a lower 

standard. Not ruled out for a placing without shoes. 

6. DETROIT ACE - Arrives in top form having completing a double in this 

competition at La Roche earlier this month. Hard to beat racing barefoot. 

7. DROP DES DURIEZ - Fair fourth in this grade at Vichy 20 days previously. 

Others have achieved more on grass but only second attempt here. 

8. BY AND BY - 0.75L success in an earlier heat of this contest prior to a below 

par effort subsequently at Arras. Not ruled out if returning to best form. Runs 

barefoot. 

9. CLYDE DE LA ROCHE - Fifth in this company at Arras in a grass walk up 

last week. Place claims without shoes. 

10. CASH DE L'ALBA - 4L fourth in this class at Vitre 42 days previously. More 

needed but a place chance without shoes. 

11. CIEL D'AZUR - In good driven form prior to a DQ at Arras last week. 

Unlikely to feature with a poor grass record. 

12. BACHERRA DU MOULIN - Fair fifth in this grade at Vichy 20 days ago and 

could improve switched to grass. Player running barefoot. 

 



Summary 

DETROIT ACE (6) is likely to be hard to beat in this latest heat of the Trophee 

Vert after completing a double in the competition at La Roche previously. Top 

chance racing barefoot. BY AND BY (8) scored in an earlier round of the 

Trophee Vert prior to a below par run at Arras. Key player if bouncing back. 

BACHERRA DU MOULIN (12) holds strong each way claims judging on her 

grass form and arrives after an encouraging fifth in this grade. EMENCOURT 

D'AZIF (3) is one to note for a placing as a four-time winner tackling this surface. 

Selections 

DETROIT ACE (6) - BY AND BY (8) - BACHERRA DU MOULIN (12) - 

EMENCOURT D'AZIF (3) 

 


